2006-07 LEADERSHIP STUDIES MINOR

LEADERSHIP STUDIES
Requires the following:

LED 210    Group Dynamics and Leadership      4 sh
PHL 215    Ethics and Decision Making        4 sh
LED 450    Leadership in Action               4 sh

Four semester hours chosen from the following: 4 sh

BUS 424    Responsible Leadership
PSY 368    The Psychology of Leadership

Four semester hours chosen from the following: 4 sh

POL 325    The Presidency
POL 326    The Congress
HUS 213    Groups and Communities
HUS 411    Administration of Human Services Agencies
ENG 304    Understanding Rhetoric
SOC 331    The Self and Society
SOC 343    Social and Cultural Change
HST 338    Germany: War, Democracy and Hitler, 1914-1945
HST 357    America’s Civil War
HST 365    Social Movements in Post-Civil War America
JCM 300    Reporting for the Public Good
JCM 302    Broadcasting in the Public Interest
JCM 304    Public Relations and Civic Responsibility

Other courses approved by the program coordinator

TOTAL      20 sh